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Active learning focus in CHEM 121 before COVID-19
Fall 2019:

Structured CHEM 121 in fully
ﬂipped-classroom model
1)

2)

3)

4)
5)

Time in class spent on Challenge
problems in pairs, with instructor and lead
tutor (LT) guidance
Time outside of class spent reading
textbook material, watching
instructor-prepared content videos (pen
tablet style)
Class preparation assignments (CPAs)
due the night before to foster exposure to
new material and submit content
questions
Exams administered traditionally (timed, in
person exams)
Weekly short quizzes as review every
Friday; 5-10 min, peer-graded

Wide range of students…
● Biology, neuroscience, physics,
environmental studies, QR/NatSci
distribution requirement
● Mostly ﬁrst- and second-year students
● For many, CHEM 121 is one of the ﬁrst
points of contact in the science quad

Perceived barriers to learning in CHEM 121 during COVID-19
Fall 2020:

Hybrid class with 11 fully remote
students and 71 in-person students
1)

How will side-by-side pair work be
changed in a physically distanced
in-person classroom, while retaining the
beneﬁts of collaborative problem-solving?

2)

How will active learning and assessment
be made accessible and equitable for
students who are unable to attend in
person classes (i.e. immunocompromised
students, students who have fallen ill, etc)?

3)

How will course content delivered
in-person be made available to those
students remotely?

Locations: Rosse Hall Auditorium (121.01)
KAC 237 (121.02)

Plan to minimize perceived barriers: Strengthen supplemental video content
Goal: have supplemental video
available for every class, topic, unit
Baseline, F19:
40 CPAs assigned, with 15 videos to
accompany (roughly half course content)
Action:
- LTs were paid to caption and upload
previous and new videos to YouTube
playlist with captions and title cards
- Instructor-created tablet videos
added in all topics that were missing
at least 1 video supplement, plus
additional problem solving videos
Outcome:
38 videos for 38 CPAs for students,
organized for ease-of-access in 1 location

Tech needs (CIG support):
iPad Pro with Apple Pencil
ExplainEverything app
Noteability app
Zoom subscription
Microphone & camera

Plan to minimize perceived barriers: In-class content delivery available by video
Goal: Enable equitable course access
for remote students
Action:
Every in-person lecture (slides,
whiteboard) was streamed via Zoom,
using a quality microphone and wide-angle
webcam to capture instructor
Every in-person lecture was recorded,
uploaded to YouTube for captioning, and
posted the same day to Moodle
Outcome:
●
Students both on campus and off campus
accessed class synchronously via Zoom.
●
Students had lectures available to review
after class had passed; remote students
could choose asynchronous study

Tech needs (CIG support):
iPad Pro with Apple Pencil
Noteability app
Zoom subscription
Microphone: Samson Satellite
Webcam: j5create
Cables, USB adapters, tripod

Plan to minimize perceived barriers: Challenge activities adapted for HyFlex
Goal I: Utilize interactive quizzing
applications to engage students and
assess understanding in real-time

Action:
Converted Challenge problems to in-class
worksheets to give students space to write
on and turn in at end of class
Worksheets tied to interactive polling so
students could see question in multiple
formats and were not limited by where
they were sitting in a large classroom
PearDeck and/or in-class worksheet
collection allowed instructor to take
attendance without using class time
Attendance and engagement was
incentivized equally for remote- and
in-person students

Software subscriptions:
PollEverywhere.com
PearDeck for Google Slides

Plan to minimize perceived barriers: Challenge activities adapted for HyFlex
Goal II: Convert daily Challenge work to weekly remote class with pairwork
via breakout rooms to develop problem-solving skills and teamwork ability

Plan to minimize perceived barriers: Challenge activities adapted for HyFlex
Goal II: Convert daily Challenge work to weekly remote class with pairwork
via breakout rooms to develop problem-solving skills and teamwork ability

Structure:
-

-

Use of ORID discussion facilitation
technique to train students to think
analytically and give them a framework for
engaging respectfully with one another
Work via whiteboard on Zoom (using
tablet or tablet substitute to draw/type).
Upload image of collaborative work into
Google doc or slides under each question
Graded on engagement & teamwork, not
completion

Challenge Session 9/18/20 - CHEM 121
List your names below:

Make a copy of this slide deck and share it with your partner.
Save it to the classwork Google drive at the end.
Make sure the filename has your names and the date.
Structure for responses in brief below; write in the boxes provided. Be concise.

Difficulty level (slides
are hyperlinked):
Problem 1a
1b
1c
Problem 2
Problem 3
Problem 4
Problem 5
Problem 6
Problem 7
Problem 8

A.
B.
C.
D.

Observe the facts - simply state what is known/given - just the facts! (rapid)
Reflect - identify what other information is needed and what you want to get at end
Interpret - map out each of the steps to solve
Determine - execute the steps and solve the problem

You don’t have to go in order. If you’re looking to practice fundamentals, start with
problems listed in green and work up to problems listed in yellow. If you’re looking to
test your skills, feel free to start with problems listed in yellow and or red.

Problem 1a.
➥O: What is known?

If it takes 26.0 mL of a 0.0250 M potassium dichromate solution to reach the end point in a
titration of 25.0 mL of a solution of iron(II) ions, what is the molar concentration of Fe2+ in the
initial solution? The net ionic equation is given for the redox reaction:

Cr2O72- (aq) + 6Fe2+ (aq) + 14H+ (aq) → 2Cr3+ (aq) + 6Fe3+ (aq) + 7H2O (l)
➥ D: Execute the solution:

➥R: What is needed?

➥ I: Map the steps

Problem 1a.
➥O: What is known?

If it takes 26.0 mL of a 0.0250 M potassium dichromate solution to reach the end point in a
titration of 25.0 mL of a solution of iron(II) ions, what is the molar concentration of Fe2+ in the
initial solution? The net ionic equation is given for the redox reaction:

Cr2O72- (aq) + 6Fe2+ (aq) + 14H+ (aq) → 2Cr3+ (aq) + 6Fe3+ (aq) + 7H2O (l)

Va = 26.0 mL

Ma = 0.0250 M

Vb = 25.0 mL

Ma = ?

➥R: What is needed?
The molarity of the solution of iron(II)
ions.

➥ I: Map the steps
1)

Use Va, Ma, molar ratio to find

2)

the moles of Fe
Use moles of Fe to find the
molarity by dividing mol/L.

➥ D: Execute the solution:

Plan to minimize perceived barriers: All exams are open-note, 24 hour take home
Goal: Devise an assessment strategy that equalizes remote vs. on campus student
opportunity. Rebalance priorities to improve equity by emphasizing problem solving and
application over memorization and speed.
Details:
-

-

Exams were similar level and length as in-class
exams from F19
On exam days, PDF made available via Moodle
at 6am EST
Synchronous class was not held on those days
to allow students time to take the exam during
that period
Completed exam was not due until the
following day at 12pm EST
Open-note, all class resources available, but
peer collaboration prohibited
Logical progression and reasoning required
for every question; full credit not given
otherwise

Outcomes: Experience with take home exams
Cons:

Pros:
-

-

Signiﬁcantly easier to grade due to required explicit
reasoning and emphasizing logical progression
(labeling variables, stating solution strategy); also
de-incentivizes cheating
Students with test-taking anxiety and with slower math
speed were not disadvantaged
Students in different time zones had ﬂexibility in when
they could take the exam
Many more A’s

-

Some students spent many hours on the exam, using
as much of the available 24 hours despite it being
written as a 1 hr exam
Teaching students how much reasoning was required
was a process & added to the time it took them to
complete exams
At least 1 AIB case had to be brought for the ﬁnal
exam (although no other obvious unauthorized
collaboration throughout semester)
Somewhat bimodal grade distribution

Midterm and ﬁnal exam grade distribution, F19 vs F20

Fall 2020:
Exam 1

Exam 2

Exam 3

Final Exam

Median

88.0

89.0

94.0

90.0

Mode

85.0

93.0

98.0

80.5

Mean

85.6

85.7

90.6

84.9

Std. Dev.

11.8

9.7

11.9

17.9

Fall 2019
Exam 1

Exam 2

Exam 3

Final Exam

Median

82.0

74.0

79.0

77.0

Mode

87.0

85.0

81.0

80.0

Mean

79.0

74.0

80.0

76.0

Std. Dev.

12.0

12.0

10.0

14.0

Outcomes: Final grades

1/83 INC; 1/83 WL; 1.5% extra credit opportunity (PAS reﬂection)

Pre- and post-survey results: Increase in belonging
Strongly Agree
Somewhat Agree
Neither
Somewhat Disagree
Strongly Disagree

September

December

Pre- and post-survey results: Increase in comfort asking for help from professor

Strongly Agree
Somewhat Agree
Neither
Somewhat Disagree
Strongly Disagree

September

December

Pre- and post-survey results: Increase in interest in chemistry

Strongly Agree
Somewhat Agree
Neither
Somewhat Disagree
Strongly Disagree

September

December

Pre- and post-survey results: Increase in self conﬁdence

Strongly Agree
Somewhat Agree
Neither
Somewhat Disagree
Strongly Disagree

September

December

Pre- and post-survey results: Increase in resilience

Strongly Agree
Somewhat Agree
Neither
Somewhat Disagree
Strongly Disagree

September

December

